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Powder Wheeled Extinguisher 50 kgs ABC (cartridge)

Applications for the marine, inland shipping and offshore market
- engine rooms
- deck rooms
- heli decks
- car decks

Features
- suitable placing of supporting handle, axis and supporting roll guarantees 

an optimal center of gravity of the apparatus as well as a good mobility
- easy-running, solid tyres steel wheels
- quick readiness for use and space-saving by placing the hose around the 

powder container
- 5 meter high pressure hose with textile insert
- interruptable extinguishing pistol enables a dosed fire fighting
- with the mark "GS"= tested security
- can be used at low temperatures (-30°C)
- very mobile and easy to operate
- painted  inside 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This wheeled extinguisher is designed for professional use under severe 
circumstances, resulting in a high level of quality and ease of use. The 
cylinder, CE marked, has the welded frame. Ease of mobility is 
achieved as a result of the large wheels with solid rubber tyres and 
push bar also ensuring good stability during operation.

Manufacturer / Model 14163

Extinguisher Dry Chemical Powder

Type External Cartridge

Capacity 50 kgs

Fire class / Rating ABC

Propellant gas CO2, 2 kgs

Discharge time 41 seconds

Throw length 11 meters

Working pressure 14 bar at 20°C

Suitable for electrical 
equipment

Up to 1000V

Extinguishing agent Powder MAP ABC 30

Length discharge hose 5 meters

Diameter wheels 300 mm

Material wheels Hard rubber / PVC

Temperature range -30°C to +60°C

Approx gross weight 50 kgs

Approx unit dimension 550 x 450 x 1050 mm (l x w x h)

Color Cylinder red RAL 3000

Approvals EN 1866 / CE, MED


